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GamesOnTrack® announces MUST, a new Micro Ultrasound Transmitter for sharp
positioning of all model trains and model cars, particularly N+H0
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GamesOnTrack A/S adds a new, small, and flat ultrasound transducer to model trains and
model cars (5x5x1,5 mm) of the type MUST developed by the company Murata. The new type
fits very well in N+H0 vehicles with very limited space and no good openings. It looks nice as
the “GPS” tracker on top of the vehicle house. MUST works integrated with the current
GamesOnTrack precise indoor positions components. However, it has a limited distance of 5 m
normal measurements, which is fine for N+H0 layouts. MUST is a bit more expensive and
should be used where the user gives priority to operating with very true, elegant, and precise
models.

MUST is available as an extension kit with 2 thin
wires and a small control electronic to be inserted
between the sender platinum and the transducer.
It can be mounted through any 1 mm opening in
the roof or a crack of any kind. MUST will also
be part of any new position senders from
GamesOnTrack for tiny trains, cars, and robots.
Looking ahead, it is now time to get all kinds of
moving models of vehicles to reflect real life.
Today no car or train operates without GPS.
MUST is a small and simple device which any
modeller can find room for in their designs and it will even make the train or car smarter. We
introduce MUST to all model makers allowing them to plan, prepare and Mount the flat unit.
Please also see how it fits into our newest designed electronics for a very small car.

